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Couples Se�ion Info
What to expect during the couple session.
So hi! You are going for the session (yay!). Here is what will happen.

Location: 
These sessions are usually at my place -my neighbours appartment I rent for 
sessions that is decorated with simple white background and a black wall. Or 
at a hotel. Depends on your needs. If you really want to have a session where 
you guys end in a shower, then splurge on a hotel.

What to wear:
Both: Full going out on a date outfit, this could be as formal and as casual as 
you like. It is nice to have a tie to play with and button shirt that you can undo 
slowly for photos. Also, a dress that has a zipper or buttons help. Think about 

the undressing part.

For him: Keep the underwear 
simple, nothing too loud or too 
much pattern. Black or white 
underwear is always good. Bring 
a couple of options just in case.

For her: Bring at least two full 
lingerie outfits. One that has 
stockings as part of the ensemble 
looks awesome under the dress. 
Another that you love.

Preparation:
Wax at least two days before to 
avoid sensitivity. If spray tanning, 
use the smallest underwear possi-
ble and go topless.  A manicure 
and pedicure is a great idea- red 
or pink photographs really well.

For men, shave earlier in the day, 
and if you have closed beard 
and prefer to be clean shaven 
you can shave while we are get-
ting ready.

I truly don’t think men need to 
shave all over, but trim groin area 
and shave other parts like the 
back or chest only if you like the 
way it looks and feels comfort-
able.

Ge�ing Ready
For her: I can help with hair taming 
or add a wave with long hair. It is 
nice to have your hair done the 
day before so as not to look too 
done.

I do a full makeup application with 
fake eyelashes. They look great on 
the photos. Usually is a soft smokey 
eye to make eyes pop, and some 
gloss since the lipstick doesn’t last 
long. If you like red lips for the initial 
part of the session, we can use a 
tint to darken and an easy to take 
off lipstick.

While we are getting ready feel 
free to have a drink and usually we 
send the man away so we can 
have the privacy of getting ready.

This is a great time to show me 
photos you saved for inspiration. So 
we can chat on when to do these.
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  your                
boudoir se�ion                           checklist

outfits 
Outerwear options:
 Little black dress (or any color as long is solid) 
 pencil skirt & white shirt
 dress jacket or coat
 Super soft sweater or wrap
Lingerie (one newish item is fine)

Extras: several undies, uniform related items, 
kinky stuff.

a�esories
   Newish high heeled shoes - clean soles
   Stockings or knee high sexy socks
   Necklaces
   earings - something sparkly but not too long

colours 

avoid
green

gr�ming:

crazy patterns
specially thin stripes
they photograph funny

tip: wear something that fits, avoid t� tight stu�
that makes ro�s where there are none, if in doubt,
skip it.

classic patterns and lace

stockings: to avoid sausage 
top, cut a pair of regular high 
waisted stockings. Use with 
garters.
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Feel free to bring stuff that represents 
your relationship...
I do not scare easy :)

your mascara
optional: foundation
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Se�ion
We can do some solo shots before the couple ones, but it is nice to start fully 
dressed.

In this type of shoot, it is nice to have sort of a story line, like arriving at the hotel, 
making out in the elevator or hallway and then the undressing.

http://mj-couples.tumblr.com/

For more inspiration:

Thanks! 
www.marlenjames.com


